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global rEach

With a presence in 68 countries and aspects of key commodity origination, transportation  
and processing, our information networks provide real-time global market and trading insight.

W e ’ l l  h e l p  y o u 

  read between the lines

 WEathEr conditions

 World EconomiEs

 global supply & dEmand

 agricultural policy

 spEculativE influEncEs

 tEchnological advancEmEnts

W e ’ l l  h e l p  y o u  u N D e R S TA N D

                            T h e  i m pA c T  o f  

 unforeseen events
your ability to capitalize on flour  
pricing opportunities is dependent 
on practical insight into a diverse and 
complex set of market factors, from 
weather patterns to the price of oil  
and global economic conditions. 

Understanding how to balance the  
impact of those factors demands not  
only access to the information, but  
the expertise to analyze and act upon  
it. Horizon Milling Risk Management  
experts leverage both.
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Schedule a Risk Analysis Consultation today

An opportunity to meet with risk management experts to  
discuss risk mitigation strategies: 

 · Analyze past and current pricing performance

 · Clarify your procurement and risk management objectives

 · Evaluate how risk management can work to your advantage 

Contact our Risk Management office at 952.742.4523 or  
RiskManagement@Cargill.com. 

  Economic 
factors   

hoRizoN m ill iNg R iSk mANAgemeNT

Realize the opportunity

 plan with predictability —
manage risk, 

Global economies, credit markets, US dollar and 
other currency changes, energy markets

Biofuels, renewable resources,  
crop trait enhancements, evolving farm  

practices and electronic trading

GMO acceptance, attitude toward organic and 
natural food products and energy efficiency

Weather patterns, natural disasters, crop cycles

Political  
change

Science and 
technology  

developments

Environmental 
influences

Social  
concerns

and grow your business

A market-leading flour supplier, we pride ourselves  
on long-term, strategic relationships with our business 
partners, working to help them succeed in growing  
their businesses

We work to build a comprehensive understanding 
of your business and then tailor our solutions to 
your risk management and purchasing objectives

As your partner, we can seamlessly embed  
risk management solutions into your existing 
physical ingredient purchases

As a Cargill company, we leverage more than  
140 years of managing price risk in more than  
50 commodity and energy markets

Long-term  
success

Strategic  
partner

Global  
reach

Customized 
solutions

Integrated  
approach

Cargill 
commitment

Market Dynamics Our Expertise

With a presence in 68 countries and aspects of key 
commodity origination, transportation and processing, 
our information networks provide real-time global 
market and trading insight

Protect margins
Through ongoing risk assessment and measurement, we will tailor  

an approach to risk management that is compatible to the level of price risk  
your company can tolerate

Plan proactively
There are many unknowns, but a strong risk management strategy can help your  

company move proactively and minimize unplanned events

Secure budgets
Reduced price volatility allows your company to plan with accuracy and  
predictability, so you can manage stakeholder expectations — and build  

a more profitable future  

Capitalize on opportunities
By diversifying your company’s risk portfolio, you have the  

opportunity to mitigate risk while capitalizing on market opportunities

Focus on growth
We’ll help you confidently manage price risks, so you  

can focus on other key business areas 

WiTh A Rich heRiTAge iN flouR milliNg,  
horizon milling Risk management has firsthand 
experience managing commodity risk. As a cargill 
company, we’re able to combine that background 
with a vast network of resources. from a highly 
skilled team of grain merchants, economists, and 
crop analysts to proprietary risk management tools, 
we provide industry-leading insight and strategies.  

As a partner, we understand your business.  
We’ll help you determine the risks you may 
encounter and provide the risk management 
solutions you need to be able to manage  
fluctuating costs and capitalize on pricing 
opportunities with confidence.

customized solutions
horizon milling Risk management offers a range of risk management products and 
solutions. our dedicated experts will tailor commodity price risk management strategies  
to fit your financial and business objectives and help you capitalize on the opportunities  
of an ever-changing commodity environment.

consultative
leveraging real-time market insights and cross-commodity expertise, horizon milling Risk  
management provides a range of consultative risk management services, including price risk  
assessments, policy and measurement development, coverage and tool recommendations, 
and weekly market updates and outlooks.

customer risk management
our structured risk products have specific attributes that help meet your company’s 
financial objectives and business requirements — including dates, volumes, expirations 
and pricing ranges — allowing you to execute hedging strategies that mitigate market 
exposures and capitalize on downside pricing opportunities. 

integrated risk management
A collaborative price risk program, in which our dedicated risk managers work with you to 
assess key risk management objectives and then implement comprehensive, diversified and 
responsive risk management programs on your behalf, utilizing the full depth and breadth 
of cargill’s information networks, processes and products. 
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$12
recent flour-market low

$45
recent flour-market high

    businEss impact

 ongoing S&D dynamics, macroeconomics 
and speculative influences have produced 
market volatility, significantly impacting 
product costs

 commodity costs can make up to 80%  
of finished flour-based product costs

 in recent years, flour markets ranged from 
$12 to $45 per hundred weight

 from 2000 to 2005 the average weekly 
flour price change was 13 cents per 
hundred weight — since then, the 
average is $0.48 per hundred weight

New administrations, government subsidies,  
trade agreements, agricultural policy and  

speculative regulations

 


